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We describe the theory and implementationof a general
theorem-proving technique for checking integrity of
deductive databases recently proposed by Sadri and
Kowalski. The method uses an extensionof the SLDNF
proof procedureand achievesthe effectof the simplification
algorithmsof Nicolas, Lloyd, Topor et al, and Decker by
reasoningforwards from the updateand thus focusing on
the relevant parts of the database and the relevant
constraints.
Formalisation of the procedure using logic as metalanguageforms the basisof our implementationin Prolog.
It is further shown that in the absenceof implicit deletions
a transformationof the databaseclausesand constraints
allows the method to be implemented with efficiencies
comparableto implementationsof Prolog.
(1)

Introduction

This paper continuesthe developmentof the Consistency
Method for checking integrity in deductive databases
recently proposed by Sadri and Kowalski [ll]. The
method is designed to exploit the assumptionthat the
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databasesatisfiesits constraintsbeforethe transaction,and
thus any violation afterwardsmust involve at least one of
the updatesin the transaction. It doesthis by using a proof
procedurethat allows reasoningforwardsfrom the updates,
which has the effect of focusing attentiononly on the parts
of the databaseand the constraintsthat are affectedby the
updates.
This approachcontrastswith Prolog-basedimplementations
of deductivedatabaseswhich rely on the purely backward
reasoningstrategyof SLDNF [6]. Backward reasoningis
well-suitedfor evaluatingqueriesto a fixed databasebut not
for checking the integrity of a changing database. The
simple approachof evaluatingall the integrity constraints
as queries after each transaction can suffer from
unacceptableinefficiencies,becauseit fails to exploit the
assumptionthat the databasesatisfiesits constraintsprior
to the transaction,and mayredundantlyrecheckconstraints
which areunaffectedby the transaction.
Methodsfor avoiding this redundancyhavebeenproposed
by Lloyd, Topor et al (called L4T from now on) [7,8, 131
and Decker [3]. Their simplification algorithms extend
Nicolas’ algorithm for relational databases[lo] andconsist
primarily of two stages. The first stagederivesfrom the
transaction a simplified set of constraints, which is
possibly smaller and more highly instantiated than the
original set, and whose satisfactionensuresthe validity of
the updated database. The second stage evaluatesthe
simplified constraintsusing the SLDNF proof procedure.
The Consistency Method achieves the effect of such
simplification algorithms while remaining within a
uniform theorem-provingframework
61

The proof procedure adopted for this method extends
SLDNF by
0
0

0

allowing forward reasoning as well as backward
reasoning,
incorporating additional inference rules for reasoning
about implicit deletions caused by changes to the
-ase,and
incorporating a general&d resolution step, which is
needed for reasoning forwards from negation as
failure.

The procedure is identical to SLDNF whenever the top
clause is a denial. When the top clause comes from the
transaction, the proof procedure can approximate the
simplification algorithms of UT and Decker, by employing
different literal selection and search strategies. These
strategiesare discussedin detail in [ 111.
Our implementation in Prolog is based on a me&level
formalisation of the new proof procedure in Horn clause
logic augmentedby negation as failure. The formalisation
functions as a meta-interpreter and is consequently less
efficient than an implementation that runs directly in
Prolog. We show that in special cases a simple
transformation of the databaseand the integrity constraints
allows us to dispose of the meta-interpreter and to run the
integrity checking method directly in Prolog.
The paper is organised as follows. The Consistency
Method is described informally in Section 2. Section 3
presents a formalisation of the method, which forms the
basis of our implementation described in Section 4.
Finally, in Section 5 we propose a more efficient
implementation for a special case.
(2)

The Consistency Method

The ConsistencyMethod is a method for checking integrity
in range-restricted deductive databases.

A c-- Ll and ... and Ln,

n20,

where the conclusion A is an atomic formula (atom), each
condition Li is a literal, i.e. an atom (a positive condition)
or a negated atom (a negative condition), and all variables
are assumedto be universally quantified over the whole of
the rule. When n=O the deductive rule is also called afact.
When n > 0 the rule is said to be non-atomic.
D is range-restricted if for each rule c every variable of c
occurs in a positive condition of c. This is a standard
restriction to ensure that negative conditions can be fully
instantiated before evaluation. This restriction corresponds
exactly to Decker’s “range-restriction” [2] and Lloyd and
Topor’s “allowed” [9] conditions.
Integrity constraints are closed first-order formulae that D
is required to satisfy. The set of constraints I specified for
D is assumedto be consistent. The Consistency Method
deals directly with constraints that have the form of a
denial
<-- L1 and ... and L,,
where the Li are literals and variables are assumedto be
universally quantified over the whole formula. More
general constraints (including those with conclusions
having existentially quantified
variables) can be
transformed into this form as described in [ 111. From now
on in this paper, without loss of generality, we assumethat
integrity constraints are in the form of denials.
The Consistency Method appeals to the consistency view
of constraint satisfaction, according to which D satisfies I
if and only if the set Comp(D)uI is consistent. u denotes
the set union operation. Camp(D), the completion of the
database,is essentially D together with the only-if version
of the rules in D and an appropriate equality theory [1,6].
The relationship between this view of constraint
satisfaction and the more usual view which insists that the
constraints be theoremsof Camp(D) is discussedin [ 111.

A deductive dutubuse D is a finite set of deductive rules of
the form
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By taking the integrity constraints in I as top clauses the
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SLDNF proof procedure can be used to check if
Comp(D)uI is consistent. This, however, fails to exploit
the assumption that D satisfies its constraints prior to the
transaction. The Consistency Method takes advantageof
this assumption by taking each update as a top clause in a
proof procedurewhich extendsSLDNF.

sequenceof clauses

such that Co is a top clause and Ci+l is obtained from Ci
as follows. If the selectedliteral Of Ci is a condition Of Ci
then Ci+ 1 is obtained exactly as in SLDNP. If the selected

Supposea transaction T is performed on D and I to give an
updated databaseDT and an updated set of constraints IT.
The Consistency Method takes DTuIT as input set and
each update in T as a candidate top clause. If an update is
the insertion of a rule or constraint, the update standsas top
clause as it is. If it is the deletion of a fact A the top clause
associated with it is NOT(A), provided that A is not
implicit (i.e. derivable) in DT. If A is implicit in DT the
update does not alter the logical content of the database.
(We assumethat an update of deleting a fact only deletes
the explicit occurrence of that fact). Updates that are
deletions of constraints cannot causeinconsistency and are
not considered as top clauses. Finally, if an update is the
deletion of a non-atomic rule then, following Decker, we
determine which instancesof the conclusion of the rule are
deleted as a result of deleting the rule. The negations of
thesedeletedatomsare then candidatetop clauses.

literal is a conclusion then Ci+l is either the resolvent of
Ci and an input clause (using the standardor a generalised
resolution step), or it is a clause &rived by an application
of an inference rule for implicit deletions. The examples
below help illustrate the proof procedure further. A formal
definition is given in the next section.

In SLDNF the top clause can only be a denial. All
subsequentformulae in a derivation are either denials or the
empty clause. To reason forwards from updates,the proof
procedure underlying the ConsistencyMethod allows as top
clause any deductive rule, denial or negated atom.
Subsequentformulae in the derivation may be any of these,
the empty clause, or a formula of the form

Example 1: Suppose we have the following database,
constraint and transaction. Here “Dependent(x y)” meansx
is a dependentof y. In this paper all constant and predicate
symbols start in the upper case, and all variables and
function symbols are in the lower case.

(*)

NOT(A) <-- Ll and ... and Ln,

A detailed description of the Consistency Method is given
in [ll] where it is proved correct in general and complete
when the databasecontains no negative conditions and the
transaction contains no deletions. Correctness of the
method meansthat if we obtain a refutation with an update
as top clause then the updated database violates its
constraints. In caseswhere the method is complete we can
conclude that Comp(DT)uIT is consistent if all top clauses
associatedwith the updatesin T lead to fmitely failed search
spaces.

D:

n 2 1,

where A is an atom and the Li are literals. This last type
of formula can be obtained by an application of the
inference rules for implicit deletions, which are &scribed in
the next section. For convenience, in the sequel, we use
the term clause to refer to any deductive rule, denial,
negatedatom or formula of the form (*).
A derivation according to the new proof procedure is a
Proceedings of the 13th VLDB Conference, Brighton 1987

Right-residence(x)<-Registered-alien(x)and
NOT(Criminal-record(x))
Right-residence(x)<-- Citizen(x)
Citizen(Tom)
Dependent(JoTom)

Departed
Deported(Jack)
I:
T:

(RI)
032)

(R3)
(R4)

(RR
(W

<-- Right-residence(x)andDeported(x) (w)
Add the rule
Right-residence(x) c-Citizen(y) and Dependent(x y)
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D satisfiesI. To checkif the updateddatabaseDT satisfies
the constraintwe usethe updateas top clause,with DTuI
as input set. We obtain the following searchspace,where
the selectedliteralsareunderlinedand [ ] denotesthe empty
clause:
Right-residence(x)c-- Q&&y) andDependent(xy)
I (R3)
Right-residence(x)
e-- DeDendent(x

Example 3:

D:

I:
T:

SameasExample 2 plus the following facts:
(RlO)
Employed(Alan)
Registered-alien(Alan)
CR111
<-- Employed(x)and
NOT(Right-residence(x))
09
Add Criminal-record(Alan)

The searchspaceconsistsof one refutationillustrating that
the updateddatabaseviolatesthe integrity constraint.

D satisfiesI. To check if DT still satisfiesthe constraint,
we usethe updateas top clause,as before,but now thereis
no input clause with which it can resolve. However,
intuitively, the additionof the fact “Criminal-record(Alan)
implicitly deletesthe fact “Right-residence(Alan)”, which
was provable in the databasebefore the update. Thus
“NOT(Right-residence(Alan))”is provable in the updated
database as a consequence of the update. Since
“Employed(Alan)” is also provable in this database,the
constraintis violated. We needto reasonasfollows:

Example 2:

(R)

D:

As for Example 1 plus the following facts:
criminal-mrd(Frimk)
(R7)
Registered-alien(Frank)
(RQ
(R9)
-d)

I:

SameasExample 1

T:

Delete Criminal-record(Frank)

D satisfiesI. By taking NOT(Criminal-record(Frank))as
top clausewe show that DT violatesI. The first step is a
generalisedresolutionstep,which allows negatedatomsto
be resolvedupon.

m
<--

-

becausein DT

Criminal-mrd(Alan) holdsandwe have
Right-residence(x)
<-- Registered-alien(x)
and
NOT(Criminal-record(x))
andwe haveno other way of proving
Right-residence(Alan)
and
Right-residence(Alan)
wasprovablein D
thenRight-residence(Alan)
is deleted
ThusNOT(Right-residence(Alan))
is provablein DT.
Assumingthat we havean inferencerule that allows us to
reasonin this way, we obtain the following searchspace
illustrating the violation of the constraint in the updated
database.

I (RI)

<-- Registered-alien(

0

& .

) andDeported(Frank)
I t-W

<--v
I

(R9)

[I

There is anothersymmetricway in which implicit deletion
64
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can occur: when the deletion of a fact implicitly deletes
another. For example the deletion of the fact A in the
database {A, B<--A} implicitly deletes B. In the next
section we show how inference rules for implicit deletions
can be general&d and forma&d.
(3)

Formalisation

of the Proof Procedure

The proof procedureis defined using logic as meta-language
where the object language is that of the databaseand the
integrity constraints.
To formalise the proof procedure we define a relation
Refute(s c) which meansthat there is a refutation with s as
input set and c as top clause. If c is a denial and s a set of
deductive rules then Refute(s c) is equivalent to the usual
SLDNF provability.
The resolution (standard and generalised) and negation by
failure inference rules are formalised by R2 and R3,
respectively, together with the basecaseRl:
(Rl) Refute(s [ 1)
(R2) Refute(sc) <-- Select(1c) and
In(d s) and
Resolve(d c 1r) and
Refute(sr)
(R3) Refute(s c) <-- Select(+not@) c) and
NOT(Refute(s c-p)) and
Remove(c <-not(p) r) and
Refute(sr)
Select(1c) meansliteral 1is selectedfrom clausec via a safe
literal selection strategy. A literal selection strategy is safe
if it does not select negative conditions unless they contain
no variables. In “Select” and “Remove” the term
“<-not(p)” denotes an occurrenceof the literal “NOT(p)” in
the conditions of a clause. Later we use the notation
“1~-” to denote an occurrence of a literal 1in the conclusion
of a clause.
Remove(c 1 r) means r is the clause c from which an
occurrenceof literal 1is removed.
Resolve(d c 1r) meansr is the resolvent of clausesd and c
Proceedings of the 13th VLDB Conference, Brighton 1987

on literal 1.
In(d s) meansd is a clause in s.
“<-” and “not” are namesfor I’<--‘I and “NOT”.
In (R2) and (R3) an implicit, Prolog-like, unification has
been assumed. An alternative approach would be to treat
unification explicitly as in the definition of provability
given in [5].
Let DT and IT name the updated databaseand the updated
set of integrity constraints obtained after performing the
transaction T on databaseD and constraints I. Then rules
(R4) and (R5) cater for the cases of implicit deletions
resulting from additions and deletions, respectively. R4
generalises rule R of Example 3 and R5 deals with’the
symmetric case.
(R4) Refute@TuIT xc-c) <-Select(x<- xc-c) and
In(ae-b DT) and
On(not(x) b) and
Deleted(DTD a) and
Refute(DTuIT not(a)<-c)
(RS) Refute@TuIT not(x)<-c) <-Select(not(x)<- not(x)<-c) and
In(a<-b DT) and
On(x b) and
Deleted(DTD a) and
Refute@TuIT not(a)<-@
On(l b) meansliteral 1 occurs in the conjunction of literals
b. In (R4) and (R5) the variable c stands for a (possibly
empty) conjunction of literals.
Deleted(DT D a) meansfact a is provable in databaseD but
not in the updateddatabaseDT, i.e.
(R6) Deleted(DT D a) <-- Refute(D <-a) and
NOT(Refute(DT <-a))
We now have all the rules we need for defining the relation
“Refute” (apart from rules for the subsidiary relations “In”,
“On”, etc.). Let “transact(al dl)” representthe transactionT
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which consistsof a setof additionsal and a set of deletions
dl. The following rules,which shouldbe consideredaspart
of the databasemanagementsystemrather than the proof
procedure,automaticallygenerateall the updatesin T as
candidatetop clauses.
(Il)

IC-Violated(DTuIT transact@dI)) <-On(aal) and
Refute(DTuIT a)

(I2) IC-Violated(DTuIT transact(aldl)) <-On(a+b dl) and
Deleted(DT D a) and
Refute(DTuIT not(a))
Note that (12) also deals with the casewhere “a<-b” is a
fact, i.e. when b is empty. Sadri and Kowalski’s
formalisation does not cater for updatesthat modify the
integrity constraints. We havechangedtheir formalisation
slightly to deal with suchupdates.Newly ad&d constraints
aregeneratedastop clausesby (Il), anddeletedconstraints
arecorrectlyignoredby (I2).
To check if DT satisfies constraints IT, we have to
determinewhether“IC-Violated@TuIT transact@dl))” is
a logical consequenceof our formalisation.If we canprove
that it is a theoremthen the constraintsare violatedin DT.
(4)

Implementation

The ConsistencyMethod for integrity checking has been
implementedin Sigma-Prologrunning under Unix on the
Sun III (see 1121for a detailed account).Theinteresting
featuresof this implementationare:
the representationof the objectlevel clauses,
the implementation of reasoning with the two
databases
D andDT which is requiredfor rule R6,
the useof indexing information aboutinput clauses
to guide selectionof candidateclausesfor resolution,
thusproviding a reasonablyefficientsearchcontrol.

0
0
0

We discusseachof thesefeatures,in turn.
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The theorem-proverconsistsessentiallyof the clausesfor
“Refute” andthenecessarysubsidiarydefinitions. Theseare
representeddirectly using Sigma-Prolognotation,that is as
lists of the form (Ml...M,), n 1 1, where eachMi hasthe
form (predicatelarguments)
andMI is the conclusionof the
clause.
Object level clausesare representedby terms in the metalanguage. They are represented as lists of the form
(Ll...I&, n2 1, where each Li has the form
(side sign predicatelarguments).“side” is either “Cone”
indicating that the literal is the conclusionof the clauseor
it is “Cond” indicating that the literal is in the conditions.
“sign” is either “Pas” for atoms or “Neg” for negated
atoms.
The integrity checkingmethodrequiresreasoningwith the
initial databaseD and the updatedinput setDTuIT. These
setsarerepresentedby clausesof the form
((Membersetclause-name
clause))
signifying that “clause” belongsto the set named“set” and
is given the name “clause-name”. These clauses are
maintained automatically by preprocessing the initial
databaseand the transactionT. The reasonfor introducing
“clause-name”will becomeclear shortly when we discuss
selection of candidate clauses for resolution. In the
implementation “set” is either “OLD”, “NEW” or a
variable. Clausesidentified by the term “OLD” belongto
D-DT, where“-” denotessetdifference.Thoseidentifiedby
“NEW” belong to (DT-D)uIT, and those identified by a
variable belong to both databasesD and DT. Thus to
accessclausesin DTulT we usethe identifier “NEW”, and
to accessthosein D we use“OLD”.
With this conventionthe top-level Sigma-Prologgoal for
integrity checking,for example,is
?((IC-ViolatedNEW (transactal dl)))
Onepotentialsourceof inefficiencyin the proof procedure
is the searchinvolved in rule (R2) for an input clausethat
Proceedingsof the 13th VLDB Conference,Brighton 1987

can be resolved with a clause in the derivation on its
selectedliteral. In SLDNF all selectedliterals are condition
literals and therefore SLDNF only needs to search the
input set to fmd conclusions which unify with the selected
literal. In the new proof procedure, however, selected
literals can come from the conclusion as well as from the
conditions of clauses. This requires a larger searchover the
totality of literals in the input set, looking for unifying
conditions as well as conclusions. To reduce this search,
for each predicate occurrence “predicate” in each clause in
the input setswe include an assertionof the form
(Possible-Resolve input-set clause-name i (side sign
predicate))
in the meta-level database. This assertion means that the
input clause identified by “input-set clause-name” can
potentially resolve (apart from unification of arguments)on
its i-th literal with a clause whose selected literal is
represented by (side sign predicatelarguments). These
assertions are generated automatically, given the two
databasesand the constraints. Them are as many “PossibleResolve” assertions as there are literal occurrences in the
databasesand the constraints. Rule (R2) is rewritten to use
this set of assertions:
((Refute input-set clause)
(Select (side sign predicatehirguments)
clause)
(Possible-Resolveinput-set clause-namei
(side sign predicate))
(Member input-set clause-nameinput-clause)
(Resolve-i inputclause i clause
(side sign predicatelarguments)
resolvent)
(Refute input-set resolvent))
Note that “Resolve-i”, as compared to “Resolve” in (R2),
has an extra argument i which allows fast retrieval of the
unifying literal in the input clause. Rules (R4) and (R5)
can also be rewritten to exploit the relation “PossibleResolve”.
Proce&mgs of the 13th VLDB Conference, Brighton 1987

(5)

An Alternative

Implementation

Without the inference rules for implicit deletions the proof
procedure relies entirely on negation as failure and input
resolution. In this form it might be viewed as a fairly
minor extension of Prolog’s SLDNP proof procedure, and
one which, intuitively, should be implementable with
comparableefficiency. In this section we show how in this
case the need for a meta-interpreter, which is the major
overheadof our system,can be avoided by transforming the
input clauses.
The “Possible-Resolve” assertionsdescribed earlier record
for each input clause the literals by which that clause can
be entered (i.e. any literal of the clause). Instead of
allowing arbitrary literals of input clauses to be resolved
upon, we can restrict resolution to the conclusion literal
only, if we replace each input clause by as many copies as
there are literal occurrences in the clause, with each literal
as the conclusion of one of the copies. We add an extra
argument to each literal in thesecopies to indicate whether
it comes from the conclusion or the conditions of the
original clause c . A “+” argument signifies that the literal
is on the same side of “<--” as in c; a “-” argument
signifies that it has changed side. This transformation
allows us to use Prolog’s backwards search to reason
forwards as well asbackwards.
Example: Input clause
M(x y) c-- N(x y) and NOT(K(y))
is replacedby
M(+ x y) <-- N(+ x y) and NOT(K(+ y))
N(- x y) <-- M(- x y) and NOT(K(+ y))
NOT(K(- y)) <-- M(- x y) and N(+ x y).
We must also transform all top clauses into denials. For
example, if an update is the addition of a rule P(x)<--Q(x)
then the transformedtop clause is “c--P(- x) and Q(+ x),,.
If an update is the deletion of an atom P(A) then the
transformedtop clauseis <--NOT(P(- A)).
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Example:
D:

eliminated only through resolution with an input clause.

R(xY) <-- PO0 and Q(Y)

(RI)

Q(A)
Q(B)

WI

T(A)

(R3)
(R4)

I:

<-- NOT(T(y)) andR(x y)

(11)

T:

Aa

P(A)

This is transformed to:

D’:

R(+ x y) <-- P(+ x) and Q(+ y) (R1.l)
P(- x) <-- R(- x y) and Q(+ y) (R1.2)
Q(- y) <-- P(+ x) and R(- x y) (R1.3)

Q(+A)

I.1.

T’:

Q(+ W
T(+ A)

W.1)
(R3.1)
(R4.1)

NOT(T(- y)) <-- R(+ x y)
R(- x y) <-- NOT (T(+ y))

(11.1)
(11.2)

Add P(+ A)

Using <--P(- A) as top clause with Prolog’s backward
reasoning strategy and left to right literal selection strategy
(with a safety condition on the literal selection), we obtain
the following searchspace.

Using the same literal selection strategy but reasoning
forwards from T with DTuIT as input set we obtain a
search space that has a similar structure to the one above.
In general, backward reasoning from the transformed
version of the updatesusing the transformed version of the
input set simulates forward reasoning from the original
updatesusing the original input set.
This discussion shows that in the absence of implicit
deletions our integrity checking method can be
implemented directly in Prolog. If we accept Prolog’s
literal selection and searchstrategieswe have no need for a
special interpreter and can expect efficiencies comparableto
implementations of Prolog. We are currently investigating
transformations that would also allow us to dispose of the
meta-interpreterin the general casewhere implicit deletions
are possible.
(6)

Conclusion

We have described a method for checking integrity in
deductive databases which achieves the effect of the
simplification algorithms of VI’ and Decker and which is
based on a unified theorem-proving framework. The
method uses a proof procedure that is an extension of
SLDNF and which allows forward as well as backward
reasoning.
We have also described an implementation of this method
which shows its feasibility but which also exposes
potential inefficiencies. A major overhead is that our
systemrequires a meta-interpreter. We have seen,however,
that in the absenceof implicit deletions this interpreter can
be disposed of. Further work is needed to investigate the
possibility of implementing the method directly in Prolog
for the generalcase.

which it does not

[‘I

which it does

Note that a condition of the form NOT(P(+ args)) can be
eliminated only if it is solved by the negation as failure
rule, whereas one of the form NOT(P(- args)) can be
68

The use of a linear resolution proof procedure as the basis
for the Consistency Method makes it easy to compare the
method with other simplification algorithms, but is not
essential in our approach. This linear proof procedure has
Proceedings of the 13th VLDB Conference, Brighton 1987

the well-known inefficienciesof SL-resolution which are
avoidedin the connectiongraphprocedure[4], for example.
It would be interesting to investigate how a connection
graph proof proceduremight be extendedto form the basis
of the integrity checkingmethod.
In this paper we havediscussedonly the basic ingredients
of the method and it can be improved in many ways.
Because it is imbedded within a general-purposeproof
procedure, it can, for example, exploit well-researched
domain independent heuristics for literal selection and
search[S] to enhanceefficiency.
We believe that the ConsistencyMethod proof procedure
canbe usefulfor a wider rangeof applicationsin additionto
integrity checking. Forward reasoning is essential for
knowledgeassimilationas a whole, only one componentof
which is integrity checking. On adding new data to a
knowledge base(kb) we may not only want to check the
integrity of the updatedkb, but we may want to determine
to what extent the new data interactsdeductivelywith the
rest of the kb, if it is totally independent of the kb,
redundantlyimplied by the kb, or impliespart of the kb.
The ability to mix forward and backwardreasoningis also
useful for many expert system applications,which often
requirea flexible mixtureof differentmodesof reasoning.
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